1.

Measurement of Screen/Holland blind. All our roller blinds will be manufactured in width as pin measure
(outside of bracket to outside of bracket) as illustrated below. Measurement is in millimeters (mm) and
always width first then drop.

If you have a recess fit, we suggest that you order the blind at the tight fit measurement. This will fit
perfectly from all the feedback we have had from you.
2.

Roll direction. The standard or default for roller blinds is standard or normal roll, otherwise known
as under roll or back roll. This means the fabric is coming off the back of the roller closest to the
window glass. Specify FRONT ROLL if you require the blind to front roll or have the fabric coming off
the front of the blind away from the window.

3 Screen/Holland Blind Control. All Screen/Holland blinds come standard with chain control and metal
chain. The control mechanism we use is the Sunboss system. It is by far the world leader in chain drive roller
blind systems. This is an evolving range and continues to grow and expand their component range. Chain
lengths are specified in a chart at the end of this section. Plastic chains are also available at no extra cost.
Plastic chain control colors are White, Birch, Beige, Grey and Black. Stainless steel chains can be supplied at
an extra charge. Spring control can be supplied at no extra charge for Holland blinds. Please specify if
required. Spring blinds are fitted to 38mm tube only. Minimum width for spring control is 520mm and a
maximum width of 2099mm.
Chain Control Colours

4.

Screen/Holland Sizes. Minimum Blind width for a Chain Blind is 250mm. The maximum blind width we
recommend is 3200mm. The maximum drop for a screen/Holland blind we recommended is 3000mm.
Any sizes larger than the recommended will not be covered by Warranty. Please note that small blinds
occasionally track and do not roll up straight. Curling of fabric is more likely on smaller blinds also.

5.

Light Filter Fabrics. Some light filter fabrics fray regardless of the way in which they are cut. We do
not guarantee light filter fabric against fraying. You may request to have side hems on these which
would attract an extra charge as set out below.

6.

Fabric Bagging or ‘V’ing. Larger blinds, both Hollands and
screens could show fabric bagging or wavering. The width of
the blind as well as the weight of the fabric contribute to this
effect. Screen/Holland blinds wider than 2500mm and/or
longer than 3000mm are more likely to bag. To reduce this
effect, consider splitting the blind into several blinds or use
63mm tube. Soft backed fabric is more likely to bag.

7.

Fabric Railroading and Joining. If the blind ordered is wider
than the fabric roll width, it will be railroaded (fabric turned
sideways). This often causes curling or cupping on the sides of
the blind and is not covered by warranty. We do not guarantee
that this will go away entirely over time so please make your
customer aware. If the drop of the blind ordered is also longer
than the railroaded fabric width, it will be horizontally joined. The
join is sewn and therefore light pinholes may appear across this
join.

8.

Side Hems. We do not recommend or guarantee side hems on all polyester fabrics as they do not hang
straight.

9.

Helper Springs/Gear Drives. Our pricing includes helper springs or Gear drive unit for blinds 2500mm
wide and over. A gear drive unit will be the standard, however please specify if you wish to have the
helper spring instead.

10.

Tube Sizes. We automatically supply 38mm tubes for blinds under 2100mm in width. Blinds 2100mm in
width or greater will be on 50mm tubes. We recommend 63mm tube for blinds over 2800mm,

11.

Linked blinds. We recommend and guarantee two (2) linked blinds. Linked blinds will be treated as a
single blind as far as tube sizing is concerned. If the combined width is less than 2100mm then a 38mm
tube is used. When the combined width is 2100 or greater then 50mm tube is used and this will incur an
extra charge along with the larger control and pin end. For sizes greater than 2500, a helper spring or
Gear drive will need to be added and charged accordingly.

Bottom Rail. We now only have ellipse bottom rails. We use the Hunter Douglas Ellipse bottom rail
which is superior in quality, weight and also significantly reduces the chances of fabric puckering. It
comes in eight colours – Anodised, Black, White, Magnolia, Limestone, Granite, Bronze and Gunmetal.
Further to that we have introduced a wrapped bottom rail where we use the Romatech no sew bottom
rail to wrap the fabric around the rail. Wrapped bottom rail colours are White, Black and Anodised.
**Please specify bottom rail colour on your order. We do not match bottom rail on your behalf.
Bottom Rail Colours

16.

Linea Valance. Linea Valance is available in two sizes, 100mm or 140mm. Colours available are
White, Cotta and Black. The maximum single piece is 3600mm for all colours. Valance’s greater than
3600mm will come in two pieces with valance joiners. If the valance is wider than the fabric to be
inserted, the fabric will be joined on either side evenly with a full width as a centre panel. Please specify
if you would like the fabric railroaded to avoid this.

20.

Safety. Each blind is supplied with a chain safe device which is designed to fix and tension the chain in
compliance with child safe regulations.

21.

Corner blind deductions. If fitting blinds in a corner with one blind going through all the way and a
butting blind on the other side, deduct 75mm for a blind using 40mm bracket, 85mm for a blind using
55mm bracket and 105mm for a blind using 75mm bracket. Both through and butt blinds will be on the
same size tube.

22.

Standard Chain Sizes (Screens and Hollands). Chains are available in Plastic, Nickel and Stainless
Steel. Maximum looped chain size is 3000mm. Any size above 3000mm and up to 6000mm can be
made in Nickel or Stainless steel and will incur an extra charge.
Chain Size
500mm
750mm
1000mm
1250mm
1500mm
1750mm
2000mm
2500mm
3000mm

Blind Size (Drop)
200mm - 800mm
801mm – 1200mm
1201mm – 1500mm
1501mm – 1700mm
1701mm – 2200mm
2201mm – 2700mm
2701mm – 3000mm
3001mm – 3500mm
3501mm – 5000mm

